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The past eleven years witnessed many twists and turns in Hong Kong labour politics after the
British colony’s 1997 retrocession to become the PRC’s Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region (HKSAR). As its colonial polity was transformed into a partially democratic self-
governing SAR, 1997 yielded space for grassroots political participation. Since 1985, there
have been eight rounds of Legislative Council (Legco) elections in three phases: first, the
functional constituency indirect elections introduced in 1985; second, the directly elected
geographical constituency seats added in 1991; and third, the HKSAR Legco elections in 1998,
2000, 2004 and 2008. This chapter will delineate unionists’ input into legislative elections
during 1997-2008 to amplify labour-electoral politics interactive dynamics with the class line
as a crucial cleavage.

Dimensions of Labour Unionism and pre-1997 Political Activism

Hong Kong’s labour movement had been closely linked to mainland China, as local workers’
activism has been marked by anti-colonial outbursts since the 1840s. A century later, a partisan
divide from China’s Civil War polarised local labour unions – the pro-Beijing Hong Kong
Federation of Trade Unions (FTU) vs. the pro-Taipei Hong Kong and Kowloon Trades Union
Congress (TUC), both founded in 1948. The 1951 UN embargo against the PRC reoriented
Hong Kong’s economy from China trade to export manufacturing while China’s 1949 regime
change unleashed an influx of mainland Chinese to provide the manpower and skills for an
economic take-off.

The left-right rivalry enabled the colonial regime and employers to play a ‘divide and rule’
game among unions. The TUC unions suffered from undersized membership while the FTU
unions had a larger base. Leftist labour militancy stimulated by China’s Cultural Revolution
triggered the 1967 riots when anti-colonial sentiments transformed an industrial dispute into
violence that disrupted daily life by pro-Beijing activists who killed several and injured
dozens. With community support, the colonial regime responded with firm measures against the
riots that faded as Beijing did not wish to take over Hong Kong while the mainland was in
turmoil. After the riots, the colonial state adopted reforms on public housing, compulsory
education, welfare, health care and industrial legislations to mitigate inequalities and class
tensions. These helped clip militant unionism. With the FTU in retreat, the TUC collaborated
with the colonial regime that rewarded the moderate right by appointing an ex-TUC secretary
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to the Legco as the first unionist-legislator in 1976. The TUC representatives also sat on the
Labour Advisory Board, which was boycotted by the FTU until 1982 (Chan 1986: 237-239).

The 1997 retrocession yielded a new politicisation of Hong Kong labour, from Chinese
politics on Hong Kong soil to local politics by locals in elections. Also significant is the
concurrent process of Hong Kong/mainland economic integration as China’s post-1978 reforms
shifted Hong Kong from an export-oriented industrial base to a China-market service hub. The
relocation of local manufacturing into the Pearl River Delta and the influx of
mainlanders/imported labourers impacted Hong Kong’s labour market, wage level and social
services over the past quarter century.

Political divisions and the proliferation of small size unions have characterised Hong Kong
labour unionism. Besides the left-right divide, traditional guild mentality also caused
fragmentation along narrow skills, trade, and locale demarcations. The local pattern of many
small-scale work units forming the bulk of manufacturing employment hampered systematic
unionisation, especially among the service sector unions that in 1984 included 148 civil
servants unions (93,273 members) and 26 social service unions (80,709) (Levin & Chiu 2000:
151). Hong Kong then had 383 employees’ unions with 351,820 members for a 15 per cent
union density among a 2.54 million member workforce – not a sign of strong unionisation (GIS
1985: 106-109). Nearly half of union members were affiliated with either the FTU (73
unions/168,000 members, mostly industrial unions of textile, transport, utilities and
construction hands) or the TUC (71/35,700, mostly craft unions in the restaurant and building
trades) (GIS 1985: 109).

Since the mid-1980s, Hong Kong has experienced a steady expansion of labour unions in
membership and density (Lethbridge & Ng 1993: 77-78). Of note were the partisan
realignment and sectoral cleavages due to 1997 and economic changes. At the end of 1999,
Hong Kong had 583 workers’ unions with 674,433 members, a 21.45 per cent density among
3.53 million employed workers (Labour Dept. 2000: 51). Half of these unions were affiliated
with one of the five labour federations: the FTU (130 unions/278,063 members), TUC
(57/22,696), Hong Kong Confederation of Trade Unions (CTU, 47/983,379), Federation of
Hong Kong and Kowloon Labour Unions (FLU, 44/28,946), and Federation of Civil Service
Unions (FCSU, 18 unions) (Registry of Trade Unions 2000). Such growth occurred amid a
prolonged 1998-2003 recession which burst the stock-property markets’ bubbles and drove
unemployment to 8.7 per cent in mid-2003. By the end of 2007, the HKSAR had 731 unions
with 686,371 members at a 21.09 per cent density, with 176 unions linked to the FTU (311,184
members), 30 TUC (19,264), 76 CTU (116,669) and 62 FLU (34,125) (Registry of Trade
Unions 2008).

The 1984 Sino-British accord on Hong Kong’s retrocession uplifted the FTU, whose more
moderate stance on livelihood and community service with proactive recruitment have
contributed to its expansion since the 1980s. In contrast, the TUC with an aging membership
had been in decline. The Kuomintang regime’s localisation in Taiwan and mainland detachment
undermined the TUC, whose fate as a major labour force was sealed by 1997. The FTU’s
ascendancy has been countered by the rising third force of independent unions, mainly among
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public service, utilities and transportation white-grey collars, which propelled the CTU’s
rapid growth as its core. Established in 1990 with Hong Kong Christian Industrial Committee
(CIC) director Lau Chinshek as chair and Clothing Industry Workers General Union’s Lee
Cheuk-yan as executive director, the CTU initially drew 22 unions and 4 labour federations
with nearly 100,000 members. By late 2007, it became a 76-union/116,669-member network
(Registry of Trade Unions 2008). Neither FTU- nor TUC-linked, these CTU unions have been
active in political and livelihood campaigns as supporters of pro-democracy
parties/candidates. Thus, 1997 realigned local labour politics into a FTU vs. CTU
reconfiguration over democracy and relations with Beijing as unionists became active political
players, forming alliances with political parties in elections and legislative manoeuvres to
promote labour interests.

The mainland’s marketisation revived Hong Kong’s China trade hub functions and triggered
a tertiarisation process with a rapid service sector growth but a manufacturing decline since
the 1980s. The public sector grew in the sunset colonial era’s welfare and social service
expansion – 218 civil service unions (254,021 members) and 65 social service unions (96540)
in 1997 (Levin & Chiu 2000: 152). As deindustrialisation proceeded, Hong Kong industrial
plants relocated north due to much lower land and labour costs, manufacturing employment
sharply declined. In mid-2008, manufacturing absorbed 152,200 (less than 5 per cent vs.
1981’s 41 per cent) of Hong Kong’s 3.67 million work forces while trade services surged from
20 per cent of 1980’s GDP to 2004’s 40 per cent, to account for over 70 per cent of Hong
Kong’s external earnings (Tung 2005). Hong Kong has a growing crop of white-grey collar
service workers, who are younger and better educated, more assertive on labour rights and
livelihood demands, and more electioneering active than traditional blue collars (Louie 1993:
35).

Labour Activism in the Colonial Sunset Era, 1984-1997

A breakthrough in Hong Kong’s labour movement was the unprecedented labour politicisation
that shifted from socio-economic to political unionism in the 1984-1997 transition. This was
an unspectacular period for local industrial conflicts, as the numbers of work stoppages,
workers involved, working days lost and other labour disputes all decreased, reflecting
production closures that terminated employment relationships. The 1984 Sino-British accord
triggered two processes – limited democratisation before 1997, and the 1985-1990 drafting of
the HKSAR Basic Law – that polarised public opinions, divided political activists and
resulted in serious PRC-Hong Kong-UK discord. In September 1985, Hong Kong’s colonial
regime conducted the first Legco elections, for 24 indirectly elected members. Among the
twelve functional constituency seats, the two allotted to organised labour on a one-union-one-
vote basis were split without contest between FTU vice-chair Tam Yiu-chung and TUC leader
Peng Chun-hoi. The FTU (166,386 members) and the TUC (35,556), each with about 70
affiliated unions, were able to divide the field among the 391 unions (359,000) in 1985
(Registry of Trade Unions 1986). Both were re-elected without contest to second three-year
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terms in 1988. This corporatist electorate might have been caused by union proliferation since
the mid-1980s (Ng & Ip 2000). A major third force organ, the Hong Kong Professional
Teachers’ Union, was the second largest union, with over 40,000 members. Its then chair, Szeto
Wah, was elected to the Legco education functional seat and was re-elected without opposition
in 1988 (Chan 1992: 18).

To gain electoral support, the FTU built an extensive branches network to penetrate into
working class neighbourhoods to earn a social service bonus to compensate for its political
deficits. Yet, such efforts did not earn it electoral success until after 1997 (Chan 1992: 17-18).
The 1985-1988 Legco functional elections were not the main thrust of labour political
mobilisation as unionists were engaged in the triple democratisation struggles – the 1987-1988
debates on Legco direct election, the 1985-1990 Basic Law controversies, and the June 4th,
1989, Tiananmen Incident protests.

In May 1987, the colonial regime conducted public consultation on further democratisation,
with possible direct election of some Legco seats in 1988. But Beijing opposed this as
undermining Hong Kong’s ‘stability and prosperity’. Spearheading the anti-direct elections
forces, the FTU joined conservative businessmen to label early introduction of direct elections
as undermining confidence and prosperity. Claiming a lack of consensus, the colonial regime
rejected the 1988 direct elections option.

In 1985, Beijing established a Basic Law Drafting Committee (BLDC) of 59 members
(including 23 Hong Kongers, mainly business and professional elites with two unionists Tam
and Szeto) and a Basic Law Consultative Committee (BLCC) of 180, including thirteen labour
figures, to collect public opinion on the Basic Law drafts (Chan 1991). Most independent
unions lobbied for a more democratic HKSAR polity with universal suffrage and the guarantee
of union recognition, collective bargaining and social security rights. The FTU proposed a
single-chamber HKSAR Legco (with 45 per cent of the seats to functional groups, 40 per cent
by direct elections, and 15 per cent by an electoral college); but it soon ditched its own
proposal to support an unpopular, Beijing-endorsed, bicameral model (Mushkat 1990: 3). In
the Basic Law, promulgated in April 1990, the rights to strike and union participation are
included, but union recognition and collective bargaining are not. As a BLCC/BLDC minority,
unionists had little influence in the drafting, in which the FTU’s legitimacy was compromised
by its lopsided collaboration with conservative elites, without gaining substantial concessions
in return.

The 1989 Tiananmen crisis further challenged the FTU’s tight balancing act between
grassroots interests and pro-Beijing loyalty. From the start, Hong Kong’s pro-democratic
activists, including many non-aligned unionists, embraced their mainland counterparts and
became leaders of the local protest movement. They formed the Alliance in Support of the
Patriotic Democratic Movement in China to link the many local pro-democratic bodies, civic
groups and labour organs. Sze-to Wah was elected chair, while Lau Chin-shek and Lee Cheuk-
yan became executive committee members of the Alliance that was condemned as ‘subversive’
by Beijing (FEER, 3 August 1989). Not Alliance-linked, the FTU also criticised Beijing’s
crackdown as FTU chair Cheng Yiu-tong and vice-chair Tam Yiu-chung were at the forefront
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of the May protests.1 Many FTU unions joined other unions to support the Beijing protesters.
Yet, as Beijing reined in the Hong Kong leftists after June 4, the FTU fell in line, further
deepening local labour’s divide over democracy.

To compensate for its political liability, the FTU projected itself as labour’s socio-
economic champion and even allied with the TUC, as in the 1989 bus drivers’ strike over
pensions, and in opposing imported labour. Such left-right collaboration reflected a labour
realignment with the independent unions posing an increasingly serious challenge to the left.
The FTU operated in a ‘scissors style’ – the left and right against the middle and the left-right
splitting of the two Legco labour seats. To facilitate Beijing’s united front to win the tycoons’
support for 1997, the FTU practised ‘industrial pacifism’ by becoming more restrained in
industrial disputes to toe Beijing’s ‘stability and prosperity’ line during the 1990s. Unlike the
CTU’s aggressive livelihood struggles against big business and the colonial regime, the FTU,
with a hidden political agenda in its socio-economic unionism, broke ranks with other unions
on labour rights and community issues and avoided public protests.

Labour and the 1991/1995 Legislative Elections

The 1991 Legco elections triggered a major realignment of the 60 seats – 18 directly elected
form nine double-seat geographic constituencies, senior official seats reduced from ten to
three, appointed members dropped from twenty to eighteen, and functional constituency seats
increased from fourteen to twenty-one. The last British-conducted Legco polls in 1995
included twenty directly elected, thirty functional and ten electoral college seats. These direct
elections institutionalised grassroots political participation that was cemented by organised
labour’s links with the new political parties. In April 1990 the democratic camp’s major party,
the United Democrats of Hong Kong (UDHK), was formed with organised labour among its
major pillars, beside professionals and academics, as six of its central committee’s thirty
members were unionists, including Szeto Wah and Lau Chin-shek. Other non-aligned unionists
sat on the UDHK organising committee and were active in the 1987-88 direct election
advocacy and the 1989 protests (Chan 1992: 26).

Both Peng Chun-hoi-TUC and Tam Yiu-chung-FTU were returned without contest to their
labour seats in the September 1991 Legco indirect elections. The UDHK’s Cheung Man-
kwong, who succeeded Szeto Wah as Professional Teachers’ Union head, won the education
seat with nearly 90 per cent votes against the head of the leftist Hong Kong Federation of
Education Workers. Another UDHK unionist Ho Man-ka took the health care functional seat
(Chan 1993: 234). The first ever direct elections for Legco’s geographic constituencies on 15
September 1991 yielded a democrats’ landslide that took sixteen of the eighteen seats and 65
per cent of the popular votes from over 750,000 (39 per cent) of 1.9 million registered voters
(Chan 1993: 235). The UDHK direct poll winners included two eminent unionists, Szeto Wah,
and Lau Chin-shek, who defeated FTU vice-president Chan Yuenhan (Chan 1993: 235, 250).
Chan’s fate as the only FTU direct election contestants was shared by all leftist direct poll
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candidates. The 1991 elections confirmed local organised labour’s political realignment,
especially the independent unions’ increasing significance, not just due to their size (56 per
cent of unionised workers among 469 unions/469,700 members) but also due to their leaders’
UDHK link. They had yet to put their weight behind a single candidate with sufficient
institutional support to dislodge the TUC’s Peng from his labour seat occupied since 1985,
despite the widening FTU (84 unions/176,100 members)-TUC disparity (69/30,600) (GIS
1992: 109). Predicated on ‘patriotic’ criteria rather than on a class line, the leftist unions
placed political objectives above labour interests in a leftist labour-conservative/business
collusion against the pro-democratic camp, hence the FTU’s active support of both other leftist
candidates and tycoon-sponsored contestants. The 1991-1995 Legco had a majority of pro-
business and pro-Beijing appointed and functionally elected members.

Producing an all-elected chamber, the 17 September 1995 Legco polls were conducted
under last British Governor Chris Patten’s reform, which enlarged grassroots representation
through indirect elections in which the 29 functional and ten election committee seats were
filled more representatively against Beijing’s preferred corporatist approach. The Sino-British
discord focused on the nine new functional constituencies for which Patten enfranchised almost
a million working persons as functional voters and made all elected District Board (DB)
members Election Committee voters to elect ten Legco seats (So 1997: 61-68). With a 36
percent voter turnout, a record 920,000-plus voters voted in the twenty single-seat
geographical constituency polls in which the democratic camp took 64 per cent of the popular
votes and gained a total of 29 seats; the Democratic Party (DP, the UDHK-Meet Point merged
new organ), 19 seats; and other democrats, 6 seats. The pro-Beijing circle suffered another
setback in 1995. Allied with the FTU, the Democratic Alliance for Betterment of Hong Kong
(DAB, a pro-Beijing middle and working class party formed in 1992) took only one-third of
the popular votes and seven seats. The top three DAB leaders were all direct-elections losers.
By moving from his labour seat held since 1985 to the direct poll, DAB vice-chair/FTU vice-
president Tam Yiu-chung failed to re-enter the Legco. CTU’s Lau Chin-shek won a directly
elected seat on a DP ticket, while among the two FTU direct poll candidates Chan Yuen-han
won (So 1997: 71-72; Kuan 1996).

In the functional polls, the CTU and the FTU each supported 6 candidates among the 35
candidates for the nine newly created functional seats, and both emphasised livelihood on their
platforms (FEER, 20 April and 28 September 1995). Besides the two labour functional seats
(one won by FTU president Cheng Yiu-tong to replace Tam, another by moderate FLU leader
Lee Kai-ming who replaced Peng Chun-hoi), unionists gained four of the nine new functional
seats returned by ‘universal’ polls of persons working in the specific fields. His advancing age
and the TUC’s sharp decline (64 unions/25,438 members vs. FTU’s 118/258,186) made Peng’s
Legco retirement inevitable (Registry of Trade Unions 2000: 71). Retaining the functional
seats in education, health care, and social work, the DP took the new functional seats in
primary production and business service. In total, nine unionists – four CTU, three FTU, one
FLU, and one independent – were elected to the 60-seat Legco (Chow & Fosh 1999: 71).

While secondary to democracy and the attitude toward Beijing, employment and livelihood
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issues featured prominently in their 1995 platforms. Like 1991, political stance, not the class
line socio-economic issues, formed the main cleavages between the democratic camp and the
DAB-FTU in 1995 (Sun & Wong 1996: 181-186, 192). The DAB top three’s defeat shocked
the pro-Beijing camp. The DP and CTU had solid democratic credentials while their pro-
welfare and anti-labour-import stances appealed to the grassroots and neutralised the DAB-
FTU’s livelihood stance with its June 4th stigma.

The 1991-1995 elections, especially for the directly elected seats, redressed the historical
power imbalance between business and labour in the colonial legislature. More labour-related
issues were brought into Legco discussion due to labour’s stronger political clout. A pro-
labour, grassroots ‘issues majority’ emerged in the 1995-1997 Legco, livelihood issues filled
the Legco agenda, and private member’s bills were passed to improve labour rights like union
recognition and imported labour limits (Louie 1996: 59-62). The 1990s Legco direct elections
institutionalised grassroots political participation and politicised labour issues, thus
transforming the Legco into an arena for political unionism, class politics and labour interests
debates (Ng 1999: 258-262).

Labour in HKSAR Electoral Politics, 1998-2000

The democratic camp’s 1990s electoral success provoked a democratic regression by the pro-
Beijing bloc-big business axis in the HKSAR. In early 1996 Beijing established a HKSAR
Preparatory Committee and a 400-member Selection Committee to choose the first HKSAR
Chief Executive with the FTU and the DAB (23 and 42 seats) providing a grassroots presence
on this tycoon-dominated body (Pepper 2000: 429-435).

Beijing also set up a ‘Provisional Legislative Council’ (PLC) to replace the all-elected
colonial Legco on 1 July 1997. To protest this unelected PLC, all democratic Legco members
except Frederick Fung boycotted the PLC. Yet the FTU was allotted only four PLC seats and
the DAB seven seats (So 1999: 231; FTU 1999:41). The business-dominated PLC endorsed
the rollback of pro-labour legislation passed in June 1997 by the last colonial Legco. Besides
endorsing the reintroduction of appointed District Boards and Urban/Regional Councils seats,
the PLC adopted a proportional representation system for the HKSAR Legco 1998 election’s
twenty directly elected seats. For the 30 functional seats, the nine new constituencies were
reallocated with corporate voting readopted for most seats, thus disenfranchising many
functional voters, who numbered almost a million in 1995 but only just over 120,000 in 1998.
Labour received a third functional seat, but labour functional voters were reduced from 1995’s
2,001 to 1998’s 361, with each union a corporate voter instead of union officials as voters.
The Election Committee, formed by all elected DB members in 1995, was replaced by an 800
electorate of four socio-economic sectors (Baum 2000: 446-448).

Labour and the 1998 Legco Elections
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The first HKSAR Legco elections on 24 May 1998 drew a record 1.5 million voters (53 per
cent turnout). The democratic camp received 65 per cent of the direct poll votes, similar to
1991/1995, but took only fourteen directly elected seats (two less than 1995), five functional
seats (three less than 1995) and none of the ten Election Committee seats (three less than 1995)
(HK Economic Daily, 25 May 1998). Despite their reduced Legco presence to nineteen, the
1998 results vindicated the democrats’ ‘return to Legco’ dual focus campaign – democracy and
socio-economic justice for the middle/working classes amid a worsening economic crisis.
They were critical of the HKSAR regime on socio-economic problems and democratic
regression without direct criticism of Beijing in the altered political realities (Chan 2003).

The four direct poll seats gained by the new Frontier group – two of its winners, Lau Chin-
shek and Lee Cheuk-yan were CTU leaders – reflected such bi-focal appeal with union links
(Lo 1999a: 17, 23). The DP winners in nine direct poll and four functional seats included
unionists Szeto Wah and Cheung Man-kwong. The new electoral system facilitated the pro-
Beijing bloc’s gain: the DAB’s ten seats (five direct poll, three functional and two Election
Committees) (HK Economic Daily, 26 May 1998). Its pro-Beijing negative image was
partially compensated for by its strong livelihood platform. Reflecting labour concerns in a
recession, all five labour leaders – Lau, Lee, Tam, Chan Yuen-han and Leung Yiu-chung –
easily won direct polls. The FTU took two labour functional seats with the third occupied by
FLU leader Lee Kai-ming in the first real labour-seats contest, as five unionists competed for
three seats among 339 union votes (Lo 1999: 19). There were ten union-linked Legco members
in 1998-2000: five FTU, three CTU, two DP/Professional Teachers’ Association. FTU leaders
Tam Yiu-chung and Chan Yuan-han were among the four DAB cadres in direct poll seats. In
mid-1997, Tam became the first unionist appointed to the Exco (FTU 1999: 43).

Analysis of the 1998 election issue voting patterns shows the impact of class and economic
issues in voter preference. As most direct poll voters self-identified as lower class, over 70
per cent of the respondents regarded the economy (52 per cent) and the class issue (19 per
cent) as key concerns (Wong 1999: 107-118, 124-127). Besides the planks on democracy and
criticisms of the PLC and the HKSAR regime, the DP placed ‘labour and employment’ as its
4th ranked campaign item, followed by ‘economic relief’ and ‘social security’. The DAB
offered ‘labour protection’ as the 5th ranked plank, while the Frontier put ‘employment’ as its
8th priority (Lo 1999: 89-111).

The grassroots’ demographic majority, the intensification of the class cleavage and the
politicisation of labour issues became increasingly crucial in post-1997 contests. The
democratic camp soon became embroiled in internal discord over class and socio-economic
policies. Lee Check-yan’s introduction of a minimum wage bill into the Legco in April 1999 lit
the fuse that blew open the DP’s division over its class identity and support base to intensify
its Young Turks vs. mainstream leadership debate on street protests vs. parliamentary
manoeuvres (HKEJ, 17 April 1999; Sing Tao, 20 September 1999; Yazhou Zhoukan, 20
September-2 October 1999; Ma 2000b). The DP split deepened in May 1999 over Lau Chin-
shek’s dual DP-Frontier affiliation while the DP accepted Lau’s two (CIC/CTU) labour hats.
Lau left the DP in mid-2000 on the refusal to end his Frontier ties. Supported by young Turks
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[0], Lau had toyed with the formation of a ‘labour party’, an idea not favoured by Lee Chuek-
yan and other CTU cadres (Sing Tao, 16 June 2000).2

Labour and the 2000 Legco Elections

The 10 September 2000 Legco elections did not alter the partisan alignment but yielded keen
labour politics signs. The 43.57 per cent turnout for the 24 direct poll seats was almost 10 per
cent lower than in 1998. Still the largest party with twelve Legco seats, the DP’s popular vote
share declined from 1998’s 42.9 per cent to 34.7 per cent. Despite vice-chair Gary Cheng’s
conflict of interests scandal, the DAB gained 29.7 per cent of the popular votes (25 per cent in
1998) with eleven seats – seven directly elected, three functional, and one election committee
seat (Ming Pao, 11-13 September 2000). After losing the late-2000 by-election to fill Cheng’s
void (who resigned under pressure), the DAB commanded only ten seats.

Public concern for livelihood issues helped the grassroots/labour-linked candidates. All
five labour leaders who won in 1998 easily retained their direct poll seats. Three of the FTU
winners were DAB-FTU joint candidates, two in direct elected seats and another in a labour
functional seat, while a FTU cadre took a second labour seat and a FLU unionist took the third
labour seat (SCMP, 12 September 2000). Four democratic direct poll winners had labour
credentials: Szeto Wah, Lau Chin-shek, Lee Cheuk-yan and Leung Yiu–chung. The DP’s Cheung
Man-kwong retained his education seat vs. a pro-Beijing rival. ADPL’s Frederick Fung, a
1998 loser due to his PLC tint, returned to the Legco (Ming Pao, 11 September 2000). While
labour components in the new Legco remain unchanged, the popular vote distribution reflected
a partisan realignment – 61.9 per cent democratic camp, 30.6 per cent pro-Beijing and 6.6 per
cent conservative.3 With the leftists keeping their 1998 support level, the DAB brought other
pro-Beijing candidates from the FTU and the pro-business Hong Kong Progressive Alliance
(HKPA) under its banner in the direct polls. The democrats’ failure to gain any of the four new
direct poll seats was alarming as their discord over socio-economic policies undermined
grassroots support (Ming Pao, 12 September 2000). The DAB-FTU’s gain despite the Gary
Cheng scandal revealed their mobilisation capacity through local branch networks.4

The democratic camp’s Legco presence stood at twenty seats after the December 10 by-
election in which democrats supported independent barrister Audrey Eu to defeat the DAB
candidate and four independents (Yazhou Zhoukan, 18-24 December 2000). To mobilise the
‘patriotic’ labour votes, the FTU stationed top leaders around polling stations at major
working class public housing estates on by-election day.5 Yet the DAB-FTU’s impressive
campaign resources could not prevent this democratic landslide (Bauhinia Magazine, January
2001: 13). Eu’s professionalism was a key asset, reinforced by input from DP/CTU/Frontier
leaders who galvanised middle and working class voters for Eu. This by-election win was a
rare successful cooperation in the fractured democratic camp, still a minority in the 2000-2004
Legco against the pro-Beijing loyalists’ 24 seats and the conservative-moderates’ sixteen seats
(HKEJ, 12 September 2000).
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Labour in Mass Mobilisations and Electoral Contests, 2003-2004

The Article 23 Debacle and Direct Elections Advocacy6

At the start of his second term in July 2002, Chief Executive C.H. Tung introduced a new
political appointee system and inducted the LP, DAB and FTU chairs into the Exco to form a
‘ruling coalition’. Tung soon began a daunting task – enactment of a national security law
against treason, subversion and sedition, and for official secrecy protection as stipulated by the
Basic Law’s Article 23. The autumn 2002 public consultation of the draft bill, with its
proposed illiberal provisions impairing civic rights and freedoms, soon triggered heated
debates and fierce protests that drew global media attention.

This controversy was sidelined during March-June 2003 while the HKSAR was engulfed
in a ‘severe acute respiratory syndrome’ (SARS) epidemic that originated from Guangdong.
Besides a death toll of 299, this public health crisis caused panic and inflicted heavy economic
losses in Hong Kong. Forfeiting the popular relief after Hong Kong was delisted as an infested
area on 23 June 2003, Tung’s decision to enact the bill by a 9 July deadline provoked the
largest protest in Hong Kong history against a local government. A mass rally of 500,000 on 1
July 2003 was fuelled both by stern opposition to the bill’s contents and the regime’s
unyielding stance as well as by Tung’s flawed policies, regime blunders and dismal leadership
in an economic recession. Responding to the protesters’ demands – his resignation and greater
democracy – Tung conceded on the bill’s most criticised provisions. After the Liberal Party
chair’s 7 July Exco resignation, Tung deferred enactment to avoid certain defeat and accepted
the resignation of the security and financial secretaries. He eventually shelved the bill in
September 2003.

To restore Hong Kong’s political stability amid demands for Tung’s resignation, Beijing
professed strong support for the Tung regime, lest the HKSAR ‘people power’ set a dangerous
example for the mainland populace. Beijing opted to uplift Hong Kong from its malaise of
social discontent and economic pains with relief measures like the Closer Economic
Partnership Arrangement (CEPA), individual mainlander tourism to Hong Kong, HKSAR
banks’ Renminbi service and the building of a Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge. The 2003
‘people power’ tidal wave was a watershed in HKSAR politics, and Tung’s debacle
delegitimised the DAB-FTU bloc for their insistence on the unpopular bill’s enactment by 9
July. The anti-Tung regime victory galvanised support for the democrats and propelled to the
forefront the Civil Human Rights Front, founded in September 2002 as a pan-democratic
coalition of 48 women, labour, grassroots, social, religious, academic and minorities groups to
oppose the bill. The Front has since been a vocal force in the campaign for 2007-2008 direct
elections over Beijing’s objection, and its spokesman, Richard Tsoi, was CTU chief Lau Chin-
shek’s legislative assistant.

These reenergised pro-democratic activists soon mounted an aggressive campaign against
the patriotic bloc in the 23 November 2003 District Councils elections, when a record one
million (44 per cent) voters yielded a democratic camp victory, taking 161 of the 326
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contested seats. The DP won 93 seats (86 in 1999) among its 120 candidates. The pro-Beijing
DAB suffered its worst defeat, gaining only 62 seats (83 in 1999) among its 204 candidates,
and party chair Yok-sing Tsang soon resigned. While organised labour networks on both sides
played vital roles in the November 2003 electioneering, it was the high-profiled direct
involvement of many middle-class organs and professional leaders that reshaped the HKSAR
electoral and party politics. Building upon their November 2003 triumph, some 100,000 joined
in the 1 January 2004 rally for faster democratisation – direct election of the Chief Executive
in 2007 and of the entire Legco in 2008. Alarmed by such a people power upsurge, Beijing
intervened to counter the calls for 2007-2008 universal franchise. On 6 April 2004, in a major
departure from Beijing’s self-restraint on local autonomy, the National People’s Congress
Standing Committee (NPCSC) issued an interpretation of the Basic Law provisions on
electoral changes that abrogated to Beijing the power to approve any HKSAR electoral
reform, which could only be initiated by the Chief Executive according to ‘actual need’ and
‘gradual and orderly progress’ for ‘balanced participation’ by all local sectors, classes and
circles. Hence, Beijing ruled out HKSAR direct elections in 2007-2008 and fixed the same
half (directly elected) and half (functional) ratio among the seats in the 2008 Legco elections.

Labour and the 2004 Legco Elections

The third HKSAR Legco included an equal number (30) of directly elected geographical and
indirectly elected functional seats. Despite the NPC’s April veto of direct 2007-2008
elections, the democrats’ 2004 Legco campaign still focused on democratisation. From the
sentiments of the 200,000-strong 1 July 2004 march against Beijing’s verdict and Tung’s
lacklustre performance, many had predicted a democratic victory in the September 2004
elections. However, the HKSAR populace responded favourably to Beijing’s mid-2004
conciliatory gestures for a democratic camp/Beijing dialogue. While Lau Chin-shek embraced
détente with Beijing, hardcore democrats (such as Sezto Wah) remained sceptical7, leading to
an internal split on relations with Beijing over democracy. The mid-2004 electoral campaign
unfolded amid an economic rebound partly engineered by Beijing’s up-lifting measures. The
PRC athletes’ impressive gains in the August 2004 Athens Olympics and the 50 Chinese Gold
Medallists’ visit to Hong Kong right before polling induced among HKSAR voters a strong
nationalistic pride that was beneficial to pro-Beijing candidates.

The 12 September 2004 legislative election results sent a host of mixed signals (Apple
Daily, HKEJ & Ming Pao, 14-15 September 2004). Out of 3.2 million registered voters 1.78
million (55.6 per cent turnout) cast their ballots for 30 directly elected seats. The fragmented
democratic camp captured only 25 seats (18 direct poll seats with 61.8 per cent vote share and
7 functional seats). The DP retained only nine seats. A new pro-democratic force was the
Article 45 Concern Group, whose four candidates, all barristers, easily won with middle-class
support. The pro-Beijing parties got a 25.7 per cent vote share, and the pro-business circle
received 11.5 per cent. The DAB with thirteen seats became the Legco’s largest party. The
pro-business LP was second with ten seats, including two direct poll seats for its chair and
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vice-chair. Such results vindicated Beijing’s softer tactics since mid-2004, while its beneficial
measures did uplift both Hong Kong’s economy and public mood. In the 2004-2008 Legco,
besides the DAB, LP, and FTU (each has an Exco member), the HKSAR regime also enlisted
several independents to form a pro-regime majority on political issues; but on socio-economic
policies with divergent class interests, a ‘loyalist’ majority could not be assured. The 2004
poll results revealed patterns of political malaise that continued to plague the labour
movement.

1. Most labour legislators, like Lau Chin-shek (19 per cent), Chan Yuan-han (18 per
cent), Lee Cheuk-yan (10 per cent) and Leung Yiu-chung (13 per cent vs. Tam Yiu-
chung’s 25 per cent in the same constituency), suffered a popular vote share decline.

2. First-time candidates with strong middle-class appeal did well in the direct polls –
Albert Cheng and Leung Kwok-hung as well as barristers Alan Leung and Ronny Tong
of Article 45. Direct poll winners LP chair Michael Tien and vice-chair Selina Chow,
both ex-functional seaters, were helped by their anti-Article 23 stance.

3. Lau Chin-shek’s vote share decline was partly due to his political ‘repositioning’ for a
dialogue with Beijing in June 2004 that provoked condemnations from some
democrats. This forced Lau to contest the 2004 polls as an independent. The CTU was
also hurt by Lau’s mid-2005 support of Donald Tsang as replacement Chief
Executive.8

4. Two FTU-DAB joint-list candidates, unionist Chan Yuan-han and businessman Chan
Kam-lum had to run on separate lists after failing to coordinate campaign strategies.
This FTU vs. DAB split stemmed from their increasingly divergent class identities and
socio-economic stances as the DAB tried to gain middle class votes (Lo et al. 2005).

5. The democrats’ setback stemmed from strategy errors and inter-party coordination
failures. Except for Lee Cheuk-yan and Leung Yiu-chung, most democratic contestants
did not prioritise grassroots economic concerns but over-emphasised political
demands. Media limelight on scandals overshadowed livelihood issues in an election
run on personalities and ideological labels. Most platforms aimed to attract middle-
class voters whose role in the 2003 protests obscured crucial working-class inputs.

6. Ex-FTU Legco incumbent Chan Kwok-keung’s defeat as an independent for a labour
seat revealed internal tensions of the FTU that fielded new functional candidates in
2004.

Labour and the 2008 Legco Contests

The sudden C. H. Tung to Donald Tsang leadership change engineered by Beijing in March
2005 validated the protests against Tung’s flawed governance. HKSAR chief secretary and ex-
colonial civil servant Donald Tsang won an unopposed contest in June 2005 as the
replacement Chief Executive for Tung’s remaining two years. On the momentum of an
economic recovery since 2004, Tsang was initially blessed with falling unemployment (3.2 per
cent in mid-2008, a 10-year low), high GDP growth and wage increase for many workers. Yet,
inflation surged to 6.3 per cent in July 2008.
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Despite the economic uplift, the state-society front was punctuated by grassroots and
middle class protests against questionable regime decisions. The number of strikes in the mid-
2000s remained very low, but there were over 1,000 labour disputes per year, mainly
involving wage/benefits payment defaults (Labour Department 2000-08). The 2007-2008
industrial relations scene was rocked by collection actions to redress the uneven distribution
of gains from the post-2003 rebound. A 36-day strike by construction site steel-bar benders
who gained a 15 per cent wage hike in mid-2007 (Ming Pao, 14 September 2007), and four
short strikes of transport workers employed by beverage-food suppliers in July 2008 (that
yielded 4.5-8 per cent wage increases) crested labour actions to recover salary/benefits lost in
the recession (Chinaworker.info 2008). The effective coordination of anti-globalisation
protests at the late 2005 WTO summit in Hong Kong by the CTU’s People Alliance on WTO
testified to labour activism on a grand scale.9

The Tsang regime’s failure to pass its modest, Beijing-endorsed 2007-2008 electoral
reform with a required two-thirds Legco majority on 21 December 2005 revealed the limits to
Beijing’s ‘economic benefits to defuse political demands’ strategy and led to Tsang’s
reorientation toward socio-economic issues. On bread and butter concerns, the pro-Beijing
unions had room to collaborate with the independent unions while they continued to disagree
on political matters. After the 2004 Legco defeat of a minimum wage bill, Tsang in mid-2005
promised to reconsider the issue. Yet, Tsang fell short in his October 2006 Policy Address that
instead of setting a mandatory minimum wage for all workers introduced a ‘Wage Protection
Movement’ (WPM) for cleaners and security guards to be supported voluntarily by
employers/contractors (Tsang 2006: 12). Citing opposition from the Labour Advisory Board’s
employer representatives, Tsang adopted a softer approach to please the business chambers
and employers’ organs whose support he needed in his 2007 Chief Executive re-election.
Tsang’s WPM proposal provoked strong criticisms from the unionists. Under pro-Beijing
pressure, Chan Yuan-han and her FTU Legco peers accepted the regime’s compromise to
review the WPM after two years before taking the legislative option10 (Ming Pao, 27 October
2006). Organised labour also joined business bodies in opposing a goods and services tax
(GST), as proposed in a July 2006 consultative paper. Facing stern opposition from all social
classes, this GST proposal was soon shelved. To lift Hong Kong from the webs of ‘deep-
rooted conflicts and internal problems’ (as Premier Wen Jiabo said) has remained a
challenging task.11

With Beijing’s blessing and business support Donald Tsang in March 2007 won a Chief
Executive second term for five years in a lopsided election by defeating pro-democratic
challenger Civic Party legislator Alan Leong with over 80 per cent of the 800-member
Election Committee votes. But Tsang was unable to suppress the popular demands for the 2012
direct election of the Chief Executive and the entire Legco. Once again, Beijing stepped in to
defuse the democratisation crisis. On 29 December 2007, the NPCSC set a timetable for the
direct election of the Chief Executive in 2017 and for the entire Legco by 2020. This
breakthrough decision pre-empted the democrats’ signature battle cry for faster
democratisation in the 2008 Legco electoral campaign.
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Of the HKSAR’s 3.37 million registered voters, only 1.515 million (45.2 per cent) cast
their vote on 7 September 2008 for the directly elected Legco seats. This low turnout (vs.
2004’s 1.784 million votes/55.64 per cent) was commonly attributed to the lack of big issues
facing the voters. Rather a mixed bag of secondary livelihood concerns filled the campaign
platforms of a record number of 142 candidates on 53 tickets contesting the 30 direct poll
seats. Despite the low turnout and retirement of political superstars, the predicted pan-
democratic rout did not materialise, but yielded surprising results of profound significance
(HKEJ, Ming Pao, Apple Daily and Oriental Daily, 8-9 September 2008).

Faring much better than expected, the democrats captured 23 of the 60 Legco seats (19
direct poll and 4 functional seats), down from a previous 26 seats (with Anson Chan’s late
2007 by-election win) but still over the 21 seats threshold to veto future electoral reforms. The
democratic camp received 899,223 direct poll votes/59.34 per cent, slightly lower than 2004’s
61.8 per cent with a loss of 0.17 million votes. Specifically, the DP with 8 seats (7 direct poll
and 1 functional), 1 less than 2004, remained the democrats’ flagship party even though its vote
share declined to 20.63 per cent with 321,692 votes, some 0.15 million fewer than 2004. The
middle-class-based Civic Party retained 5 seats (all winners were lawyers, 4 direct poll and 1
legal-functional), 1 fewer than 2004 with 2070,000 votes (13.66 per cent). The radical,
diehard democratic upstart LSD took 3 direct poll seats with 153,390 votes (10.1 per cent).
The two pro-democratic labour/grassroots organs both retained their sole Legco seat in the
NT-West direct polls, the Neighbourhood and Workers Service Centre (NWSC)’s Leung Yiu-
chung got 42,441 votes while CTU’s Lee Cheuk-yan gained 42,211 votes (both 2.8 percent).
The grassroots, public housing-based ADPL’s Frederick Fung was re-elected with 42,2111
votes in Kowloon-West, and an ADPL member heading the Social Workers’ General Union
won the social welfare functional seat. The Frontier’s Emily Lau was re-elected in NT-East
and the Civic Act-Up’s Cyd Ho revenged her 2004 defeat by winning in Hong Kong Island.

The pro-Beijing DAB with 13 seats remains the Legco’s largest party. On its own the DAB
gained 10 seats with 311,436 votes, and it claimed another three FTU seats (1 labour-
functional and 2 direct poll) whose winners are DAB members but ran on FTU tickets,
yielding the DAB-FTU a combined 397,747 votes (26.21 per cent). The conservative pro-
business LP received only 78,633 votes (5.19 per cent) with all its four direct poll contestants
defeated. The blow was especially severe as the LP lost its only two directly elected seats
held by party chair James Tien and vice-chair Selina Chow. Both soon relinquished their party
leadership posts, and Chow also resigned from the Exco. Its total Legco lineup now stands at
3, after losing the tourism functional seat, the resignation of Lau Wang-fat (a Legco veteran
who took unopposed the Hueng Yee Kuk – New Territories affairs consultative body – seat
instead of his 2004-08 District Councils seat) and of three other functional seat winners from
the LP. With other pro-Beijing but non-party affiliated candidates’ 102,518 votes (6.76 per
cent), the pro-establishment camp collected a total of 603,544 votes at a 39.82 per cent share.
The non-partisan candidates took in a combined 43,848 votes (2.89 per cent). As a whole, the
previous pattern of direct polls vote share ratio of 6 (democrats): 3 (pro-Beijing): 1 (business
and independent) seems to remain despite 2008’s low turnout and the LP debacle. Viewing
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from the class line and labour issues perspectives, several pertinent points emerge.

The Class Line and LP Debacle

The LP’s direct poll rout must not be over-stretched to indicate a pervasive anti-business
sentiment among most HKSAR voters (Ming Pao, 17 September 2008). Rather, a combination
of factors sealed the LP direct poll candidates’ fate. Its grossly inadequate local network with
poor community service limited its voter mobilisation capacity, a defect that the small (300
members) Civic Party also shares. LP leaders James Tien and Selina Chow’s 2004 gain of two
direct poll seats partly resulted from their July 2003 defection that doomed the Article 23
enactment. By 2008 their anti-Article 23 halo had faded, while two previous major sources
(pro-regime ally DAB and the rural votes under erstwhile LP legislator Lau Wong-fat) of local
support in NT-East/-West for Tien, and Chow did not deliver the votes this time. Recent public
uproars against ‘official-business collusion’ (over a retired housing official’s conflict of
interest employment by a property giant) tarnished the LP’s public image.

Some business leaders criticised the LP’s narrow base and protycoon bias that failed to
represent other business interests and its ‘out of touch’ stance on issues like minimum wage
that enjoyed business support (Ming Pao, 23 September 2008). Calling the LP defeat a local
politics ‘earthquake’, one academic attributed this to its being pro-regime and pro-big business
when the Tsang regime’s public approval plummeted after recent political scandals while big
business’s popular esteem also suffered in official-tycoon collusion scandals and over
opposition to fair competition and minimum wage laws (Michael DeGolyer, Hong Kong
Journal, Winter 2008). Another scholar called for the founding of a new party more fully
representative of business interests to contest future direct elections (S.H. Lo, HK Economic
Times, 12 September 2008).

The LSD’s impressive debut – 3 direct poll seats gained by its 5 slates, one in each
geographical constituency – was not solely due to its strong grassroots appeal but also to
middle-class voters’ dissatisfaction with Tsang’s performance. A novice among its three
winners, LSD chair Raymond Wong, a popular media commentator/regime critic, collected
many votes from middle-class residents in up-market high-rise blocks (Ming Pao, 11
September 2008). The middle-class-identified Civic Party’s gain (207,000 votes/13.66 per
cent) is considerably higher than the combined total (127,017 votes/8.39 per cent) of the
democrats’ three grassroots organs (NWSC, CTU and ADPL each got over 42,000 votes/2.8
per cent). The DP’s 312,692 votes/20.63 per cent came from middle-class voters with some
grassroots input. The same applies to the two small pro-democratic organs with only one slate
each who both won – Emily Lau and Cyd Ho.

In the pro-regime camp, the DAB has moved up the social ladder to cater more to middle-
class interests, especially after its 2005 merger with the HKPA of pro-Beijing
business/professional elites. The FTU fielded only two direct poll slates both headed by a
FTU veteran who won with a total of 86,331 votes, 7,678 higher than the LP’s 78,633 votes but
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below the DAB’s 311,416 votes. Such patterns indicate that political bodies identify mainly
with the grassroots remaining minor partners in their own camp. While the LP is now totally
(3) functional seats based, the FTU’s four legislators are half in direct poll and half in
unopposed labour-functional seats. Like DAB chair Tam Yiu-chung who is concurrently a FTU
vice-president, three of these FTU legislators are also DAB members, thus cementing the
DAB’s multi-class base (of 10,000 plus members) through interlocking leadership and
overlapping membership with the FTU as the largest pro-Beijing organ (311,184 members in
2007). The middle-class or mixed-class parties still outshine the smaller grassroots organs in
elections, even though the largest parties are courting middle- and working-class voters with
multi-class platforms.

Labour Issues on Campaign Platforms

The democrats’ unexpectedly strong performance confirms their still considerable popular
appeal as champions of socio-economic justice, advocates for middle/working-class
livelihood and as vigorous watchdogs safeguarding civic liberty and the rule of law. The DAB
can claim a similar mandate in the first two, but as a pro-regime party, it can hardly meet
public expectations of a vigilant regime critic. There were hidden class tensions on bread and
butter issues in both camps, especially among democratic direct poll contestants who did not
coordinate platforms, allocate votes or campaign zones on any systematic basis. A content
review of their campaign platforms will reveal their differences on socio-economic issues
besides a shared commitment to fuller and earlier universal franchise direct elections.

For instance, the Civic Party has built much of its appeal on its four direct poll winners’
professional integrity as barristers. Besides a common democracy stance, the platforms of all
Civic Party contestants, those of most DP candidates and other pan-democratic runners showed
a similar concern for improving grassroots livelihood with anti-poverty measures, increased
welfare and stronger labour protection provisions. Often criticised as elitist aloof from the
masses, the Civic Party candidates’ clear support for enacting minimum wage and maximum
hour laws and for criminalising wage payment defaults by employers can be viewed as an
attempt to broaden its voter base by reaching out to the grassroots and as a manifestation of
their crusade for socio-economic justice.

Unlike the Civic Party candidates’ common stance on universal minimum wage law, some
DP candidates’ platforms also endorsed such a law but would limit it to only cleaners and
guards (like solicitor Andrew To re-elected in Kowloon-West). Still, no reference to the
minimum wage appeared on the platforms of some DP candidates like DP chair Albert Ho, a
solicitor re-elected in NT-West, and Nelson Wong, a social worker who won in NT-East after
his 2004 defeat. Ho’s omission of labour issues might stem from a deliberate avoidance of
clashing with CTU’s Lee Cheuk-yan, whose platform headlined the minimum wage/maximum
work hour law. Lee was re-elected in a tight race of 14 lists competing for 8 seats that
included three other labour leaders who were all re-elected – fellow democrat Leung Yiu-
chung of the NWSC, and two pro-Beijing unionist, FTU vice-president Tam Yiu-chung
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(running as DAB chair to win big enough for the re-election of rural leader Chueng Hok-ming
ranked second on his list), and FTU veteran/DAB member Wong Kwong-hing who traded his
labour-functional seat for a direct poll seat on a FTU list that focused on labour issues with the
minimum wage/maximum hour law a priority. The Tam-Cheung platform prioritised official
minimum wage measures as a top issue besides ‘anti-inflation’ and ‘economic growth’.

Democratic Legco veteran, LSD’s Albert Chan, who supported minimum wage/maximum
hour laws won in NT-West, in which LP vice-chair and Exco councilor Selina Chow lost her
re-election. Running against an array of strongly pro-grassroots platforms, Chow’s pro-
business platform paled by comparison and got even fewer votes than Civic Party loser
Fernando Cheung, who switched from his social work functional seat to contest a NT-West seat
on a platform calling for a fairer and more compassionate community without explicit
reference to labour issues. A defeated ADPL ticket ran on a platform that listed a minimum
wage/maximum hour law after anti-inflation. Three defeated independents in NT-West ran on
platforms that did not mention any labour issues.

As a whole, the minimum wage and maximum work hour issue was featured in 8 slates (30
candidates) out of the 14 slates (42 candidates) contesting in NT-West. Those with a labour
issues plank collectively received 307,630 votes/77.4 per cent of the constituency’s total of
398,292 votes cast. Among the 8 winners only Albert Ho on one of the three DP slates did not
explicitly refer to any labour issue on his platform ‘for progress and justice’. This was in sharp
contrast to the DP’s two other NT-West slates headed, respectively, by winner Lee Wing-tat
and loser Cheung Yin-tung whose platforms supported the minimum wage. Perhaps as DP
chair, Ho was mindful of the 1999 minimum wage debate that split the DP ranks and hence
chose to highlight community service and local issues for a combined middle-class and
grassroots appeal. A survey of the platforms in the other four constituencies reveals a similar
pattern indicating the prevalence of livelihood issues among voters in the absence of key
political issues.

Labour in Post-election Legco Politics

Labour presence in the 2008-2012 Legco should include three white collar and middle-class
unionists in functional seats – education’s Cheung Man-kwong, social welfare’s Cheung Chu-
kwok and medicine’s Leung Kia-lau, ex-head of a Hospital Authority physicians’ union
supporting a minimum wage and collective bargaining rights. With the labour-functional seats’
three legislators (two FTU and one FLU) plus the FTU’s two Mr. Wongs (Kwong-kin and
Kwong-hing) in directly elected seats, CTU’s Lee Cheuk-yan, NWSC’s Leung Yiu-chung, and
DAB chair Tam Yiu-chang (in his FTU hat), unionists now claim ten Legco seats. Yet two
veterans, ex-CTU chair Lau Chin-shek and FTU vice president Chan Yuan-han, both failed to
be re-elected, yet their exit was not unexpected due to intra-camp politics. With the DP, DAB
and ADPL’s basically sympathetic stance, the new Legco now has a de facto 38-seat pro-
grassroots socio-economic issues coalition with a centre-left tilt on public policies.
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Soon after the election, LSD chair Raymond Wong called for the formation of a ‘Pan-
Livelihood Alliance’ with three other democratic Legco grassroots advocates (Lee Cheuk-yan,
Leung Yiu-chung and Frederick Fung) not affiliated to any major political parties (Ming Pao,
11 September 2008). As in the LP’s defeat and the dominance of rice bowl and labour issues in
most winning platforms, Donald Tsang’s 15 October 2008 Policy Speech has confirmed the
new livelihood concerns (Ming Pao, 16 September 2008).

Now unionists are pushing the minimum wage issue as a test case to counter the HKSAR
regime’s pro-business tilt. An earlier bill proposed by Chan Yuan-han failed to pass in late
2004 due to the pro-business and pro-middle-class legislators’ joint opposition. But the lack of
success of the Tsang regime’s voluntary ‘Wage Protection Movement’ (two years after its
October 2006 debut, it was subscribed by only 1114 firms covering 30,000 cleaners and
guards) led to Tsang’s October 2008 decision to legislate on a minimum wage (Ming Pao, 16
October 2008). The proposed minimum wage law will be universal in covering all workers,
and the question remains the appropriate minimum wage standard. As a majority of legislators
support this law, many in the business circles are keen to keep the standard wage low (at
HK$22 per hour vs. the unionists’ HK$33). Tsang must balance the competing sectoral claims,
exchanging the law’s universal coverage (to satisfy organised labour) for a fairly low minimum
wage (to appease business interests). The enactment process might take more than a year into
2010 and in view of the global financial crisis’ impact, few can predict the economic situation
by then.12

HKSAR Labour Activism since 1997

The 1997-2008 record of strikes, labour disputes, mass protests and electoral campaigns
yields glimpses into the unfolding dynamics in HKSAR labour activism.13 The great socio-
economic urgency and overriding political concerns vis-à-vis Beijing constituted the two
major forces reshaping Hong Kong labour politics in the early HKSAR years (Ming Chan
2008). The once optimistic assumption of uninterrupted growth was shattered soon after the
1997 handover as the HKSAR slid into a prolonged recession with negative GDP growth,
record unemployment, and budget deficits that necessitated wage cuts. With a 60-month
deflation, business bankruptcies and negative equity for property owners, economic recovery
came painfully slow and late.14 Rebound began in 2004, and most economic indicators did not
return to the 1997 level until 2007.

This economic crisis deprived the local populace of their self-confidence with any
assurance of economic security, upward mobility and livelihood advancement. This new
economic vulnerability was complicated by the deepening economic dependency on mainland
China. A common fear among local workers is the rapid rise of other mainland economic hubs
that would marginalise Hong Kong’s functional superiority and its near-monopoly in China-
global economic links. An economically humbled HKSAR’s mainland dependency is clouded
by competition with other Chinese cities. Such darkened prospects were also echoed by a
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widening wealth-poverty gap between the haves and have-nots in Hong Kong society. As many
middle-class elements were reduced to negative-equity homeowners while the working class
endured wage cuts and unemployment, and the disadvantaged suffered severe reductions in
welfare benefits due to budget deficits. Yet, the top economic echelon grew by leaps and
bounds. This growing inequality and the rapid debasement accelerated class tensions and
social instability.

The post-1997 workers’ marginalisation and middle-class proletarianisation were
accelerated by large-scale deindustrialisation amid Hong Kong’s economic restructuring that
shifted the bulk of local productivity from labour-intensive manufacturing to higher-skill
services. This has created serious employment problems for the non-skilled labourers, many of
them recent mainland immigrants, adding to an alarming trend of an expanding aging population
with an inadequately skilled workforce. Many middle-aged, middle-class people face the
prospect of unemployment once they lose their jobs, and those who get training do not get the
proper positions due to job/retraining programme mismatch. All these problems, when
combined with the regime’s ‘neo-liberalisation’ approach to privatise public
facilities/community services, could mean limited regime capacity with less penetrative
governance. The myriad problems on the HKSAR social front due to prolonged economic
pains and regime incapacity yielded new space, opportunity and need for expanded direct
engagements by civil society activists and other non-regime players in a rising tide of civic
activism through collective actions or political manoeuvres.

The rapid politicisation of the labour movement since the 1980s, while lamented by
scholars and unionists, has amplified the fragmentation of Hong Kong’s labour scene along
ideological divides in the post-colonial era (Ng 1999; Ng & Ip 2000; FTU 1999: 36-39).
Armed with massive membership and buttressed by labour ‘stars’ electioneering appeal, the
rival union networks have since the 1990s assumed the political functions of the constituency
organisation and electoral mobilisation. The politicisation of organised labour and the
intensification of labour militancy over rice bowl issues have characterised the local labour
scene. While loyal to Beijing on political matters, leftist unionists often return to their class
line over socio-economic concerns. The FTU’s promotion of labour welfare and its stance
against tax hikes in the 2004-2005 HKSAR deficit budgets reflected its awareness of the
grassroots’ concerns as a bona-fide local labour, instead of a Beijing-led political organ.
While the independent unions remain the democrats’ major grassroots electoral pillar, the
TUC’s fadeout yields a more fluid centre vs. left balance, as HKSAR politics evolve around
new state-society dynamics.

Amid the middle-class’s new political input, the local labour front is still fragmented along
a blue-grey vs. white collar divide and polarised by the CTU vs. FTU demarcation, as each
competes for support externally but also battles intra-camp allies over class identities and
social constituencies. The DAB-HKPA merger signalled a new middle-class power organ at
the expense of the DAB’s FTU grassroots links. The Article 45 Concern Group’s four Legco
barristers became the Civic Party in March 2006 with new recruits among academics and
professionals. This might signal a new middle-class power vs. grassroots concerns within the
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democratic camp, but the 2008 Legco poll results refuted such a simple dichotomy as the
LSD’s gain confirmed livelihood concerns tied to democracy and demands for regime
accountability. The DP’s 2008 rebound validated its mixed middle/working-class appeals with
community service catering to voters’ needs.

The seemingly competing dynamics of political vs. socio-economic unionism need to be
rearticulated. In the post-2003 economy recovery, HKSAR unionists have re-established
socio-economic unionism as the bedrock to advance workers’ interests through
electoral/legislative manoeuvres, and the looming economic downturn by late 2008 (as
October unemployment rose to 3.5 per cent) could reinforce this trend. As such, cross-party
and inter-union collaboration on bread and butter issues and social justice struggles is
imperative for the entire labour front to arrest grassroots marginalisation under the HKSAR
plutocracy. Long-term unemployment and dislocation stemming from economic restructuring
will ensure the emergence of emphasis on poverty and livelihood in policy debates, with an
increasingly sharp class differential. The revival of social unionism could pave the way for a
democratic camp and a pro-Beijing grassroots class coalition on livelihood concerns
transcending political divides. A stable democratic-patriotic camp populist ‘rice bowl
coalition’ would be of decisive significance as it might command a Legco majority to reshape
HKSAR legislative politics.

As the HKSAR polity evolves toward Beijing-promised universal franchise by 2017-2020,
labour input into party politics and electioneering over labour issues will likely intensify. In a
troubled economy with a widening wealth-poverty gap, labour politics would reflect the
deepening of class cleavages in electoral politics. A fragmented labour movement tied to a
pluralistic political arena could be a natural outcome for the ‘electoral politicisation of labour’
and ‘labourisation of legislative politics’ twin processes in twenty-first century HKSAR.
Local politics might unfold along the twin axes of partisan divisions on political matters and
class interest coalition on socio-economic issues. The troubled economic prospects ahead due
to the US financial crisis and global recession could re-ignite tensions and escalate conflicts
on the domestic front. These could yield space for a much needed strategic repositioning of the
political parties in both camps to cast themselves as effective advocates for middle-class and
grassroots interests versus a pro-business regime to gain momentum in future political
maneuvers.

Notes

1    The author joined FTU leader Tam Yiu-chung in the 21 May 1989 march and observed at close range. Tam and FTU chair
Cheng Yiu-tong at the forefront of the 28 May 1989 protest which drew a million.

2    Private meetings with CTU leaders Lau Chin-shek and Lee Cheuk-yan in Hong Kong, 1-2 May 1999, 3 and 17 November
1999; and conversation with CTU secretary-general Elizabeth Tang, 29 June 2000.

3    Figures provided by Dr. Suzanne Pepper, in her 26 October 2000 private letter to the author.
4    Private meetings with Mr. Tam Yiu-chung in Hong Kong, 3 November 1999 and 15 November 2000.
5    The author visited the major Hong Kong Island labour-grassroots area polling stations on election day.
6    This entire section is based on Ming K. Chan & Shiu-hing Lo, Historical Dictionary of the Hong Kong SAR and the
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Macao SAR (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2006), pp. 16-17, 47-49, 74-75.
7    Private conversation with DP veteran Szeto Wah in Hong Kong, 16 October, 2004.
8    See note 7 above.
9    Meeting with CTU’s Ms. Elizabeth Tang in Hong Kong, 9 March 2006.
10  Telephone conservation with CTU’s Ms. Elizabeth Tang, 23 October 2006.
11  Ming Pao, December 29, 2005. Wen said this to Tsang a day earlier on his first duty visit to Beijing.
12  Telephone interview with Ms. Cherry Tse, HKSAR Commissioner of Labour, 24 September 2008.
13  See Labour Department Annual Reports, 1997-2007.
14  Ming Chan and Sonny Lo (2006), especially pp. 60-68, 86-87, 111-113, 200, 214-222.
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